‘The Year That Was’
Our favourite memories in each key learning area

Mathematics
1. Using starburst lollies to learn about fractions & division...& eating them!
2. Hefting groceries and estimating their mass
3. Measuring area around the school

Literacy
1. Eavesdropping: A drama game that improves our talking skills
2. Playing spelling bingo
3. Learning how to write creative stories

Term 1 - Identity
1. Harmony day with 2L: We shared our stories and ate different foods together.
2. Group cultural projects: Groups presented with posters, a rap song, sculptures and a board game.
Term 2- Survival
1. In science, experimenting with air by making balloon rockets & a human hovercraft
2. Creating and filming a news report on a survival story
3. Learning snake bite first aid

Term 3- Environment
1. Studying Jeannie Baker (author/artist) & creating natural collages
2. Decorating the room as the Daintree Rainforest & learning about it.
3. Excursion to Fagan Park

Term 4- Events
1. Preparing for the mini fete: Making radio ads and posters
2. Having fun with stage 3 friends performing in the MADD concert.